What types of questions can administrators answer using Find What Works?

The What Works Clearinghouse reviews existing research in education and provides educators with the information they need to make evidence-based decisions. The Find What Works tool allows users to identify interventions, programs, policies, and practices shown to have a positive impact on student outcomes.

Use Find What Works to

- find the most relevant evidence and expertise on current challenges in education;
- identify specific recommendations about important education issues; and
- discover studies conducted in settings similar to your school or district.

Use Find What Works to help answer questions like

- Could this intervention decrease dropout rates in my district?
- Which products or strategies are most likely to help my district improve early literacy?
- My district is currently using a particular school climate intervention. Is it improving students' educational experiences in similar districts or schools?

Find What Works can answer administrators’ questions

- across multiple academic subjects, including writing and science, and different types of student outcomes, including literacy and attendance;
- related to policy issues such as student behavior, charter schools, dropout, and out-of-school programs; and
- about varied academic levels, from early childhood to postsecondary education.
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